
The laminate floor that is not afraid of water 
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“Finally a laminate floor in the bathroom. Wonderful on bare feet!” 
Anna | satisfied end user 
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The laminaTe floor ThaT is noT afraiD of waTer

 no more problems with damp spaces
Dumafloor is a 100% waterproof laminate floor that can cope with the most extreme 
humidity. Dumafloor is made from a top quality composite material (vinyl resins) with a 
highly scratch-resistant top layer. Because the basic material is not wood, the floor does 
not swell or deform under the influence of water.

 laminate without limits
where traditional laminate flooring cannot be used, Dumafloor can… Dumafloor can 
naturally also be laid wherever a traditional laminate floor can be laid. But you can also 
lay it without any problem in damp areas, like bathrooms and kitchens and in converted 
cellars. it also fits perfectly in attics and the sunroom or conservatory that you recently 
added. water-resistant Dumafloor is also highly suited to commercial applications: gyms, 
showrooms, bars by the beach, sanatoria, shopping areas, …

 wonderful on bare feet
Because it is waterproof, Dumafloor can be cleaned easily with a damp floor cloth, just 
like a tiled floor. But walking on a Dumafloor is much more pleasant than on a cold tiled 
floor. 
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The laminaTe floor ThaT sTanDs firm

 wear resistant 
Because of its strong top layer in acrylic resin (aC4 quality) Dumafloor fulfils the strictest 
standards for wear and tear. Dumafloor is exceptionally resistant to sunrays. it retains its 
original shine much longer and is much more resistant to stains, e.g. from ketchup, wine 
or fruit juice. 

 shock resistant
The unique composite material gives the laminate floor extreme solidity (iC3 value), which 
prevents damage with heavy loads. 
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ThaT is CliCK-eD in The BlinK of an eYe

 Damage free transportation and installation
The problem of damage of the weaker side edges as with traditional laminate floors is a 
thing of the past thanks to the durability of the Dumafloor basic material. The side edges 
of the strong Dumafloor planks are much better resistant to damage during transporta-
tion or installation. 
even when reinstalling them a lot more planks can be reused.

 Quick, simple and strong
all the planks are equipped with a patented CliCK system for quick and easy installation 
without adhesive, with a perfect waterproof connection between the planks. This CliCK 
system also makes it possible to put the side edge of the plank right against the wall, 
without need to saw off the tongue. no special equipment is needed for cutting the planks. 
Dumafloor can be installed in rooms with underfloor heating without any problems (at a 
maximum contact temperature of 28°C).
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resPeCT for The enVironmenT  

 a natural reflex
all our laminate planks are environmentally-friendly and fully recyclable.
we do not use any solvents or formaldehyde.

an UneQUalleD soUnD insUlaTion

 in silence
The composite material in our planks also ensures exceptional sound insulation. Test 
ePlf 021029-3 proves that the sound reflection of Dumafloor is no less than 38% lower 
than that of a traditional laminate floor (class sl40). 
To guarantee the best sound insulation, we recommend laying the Dumafloor underlay, 
which is specially designed with this in mind.
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“Now you can lay laminate perfectly, even in areas before thought impossible.”
Marc | installer



seeinG is BelieVinG
our planks have a completely flush fit and smooth connection, 
and are sized 120 cm by 19.3 cm (3.93 ft x 7.6 inch). 
soon planks will also be available with a V-groove and a ship 
deck effect and a few designs will also be available at a width of 
11.5 cm and 8.7 cm (4.52 inch and 3.42 inch). 
all the products have a 15 year guarantee for residential use*.

(*) 10 years for commercial use

explore our website
www.DUMAFLOOR.COM

DUmafloor® a product of Dumaplast nV | Vliegplein 41 - B-9990 maldegem - Belgium | Tel. +32 50 72 90 11 | fax +32 50 71 72 28 | www.dumafloor.com | info@dumafloor.com

001 natural beech 002 natural oak

003 rustic oak 004 antique oak

005 Brushed black oak 006 white pine

007 rustic pine 008 Teak

009 walnut 010 rosewood

011 antique white 012 wengé

wiTh or wiThoUT GrooVe


